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LORELLA SPRINGS –
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OUTBACK
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ulldust billowed behind the Patrol and
we held on tight as the potholes and
washaways along the Savannah Way
shook us to the bone and annihilated
the shock absorbers. We were on a mission
to Lorella Springs Wilderness Camping and
Caravan Park, a remote station along the gulf
and, as we tell our kids, if it was easy to get to
then it wouldn’t be a proper adventure.
And we love an adventure.
After a quick refuel and restock in Borroloola,
we were right on schedule for a daylight setup at
Lorella Springs; somewhat of a rarity for us as we
always seem to be pitching camp after sunset.
Then a spot on the map labelled Caranbirini
Reserve distracted us from our focus.
It was only another fifty kilometres further
and, since we were on an adventure, it wouldn’t
be in the spirit of the trip to keep to a schedule.
Despite the massive carpark, we were the
only visitors and soon pulled on our hiking boots
and unleashed the kids for a well-earned break
from the car.
Caranbirini is one of the Gadanji and
Yanyuwa Aboriginal people’s favourite places
and they have visited it for thousands of years.
The waterholes, grasslands and woodlands
provide shelter and plenty of bush tucker.
Along the Barrawulla walk we were amazed
by hundreds of towering ‘organ pipe’ structures,
formed from water moving across eroded joints
in the coloured sandstone that created chasms
and hollows.
This last-minute detour was absolutely
stunning and after a spectacular two hours
we were back in the Patrol and closing in on
Lorella Springs – but so was nightfall. It had
been a long day having departed Hell’s Gate
in Queensland, some 500 kilometres prior and,
with the car overheating, the trip had been a
‘windows down’ affair.
A string of hand-made signs started
appearing along the side of the dusty road.
‘Paradise just 15 km away’.
Another placard was even more appealing:
‘Cold beer, friendly campground’.
And, did I read the next sign correctly? Yes,
I’m sure I did, but could it really be true? Did it
actually say green grass?
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My excitement was building now. After
weeks of camping with three little boys aged
one, four and six-years, all living in dirt and
dust, the prospect of pitching a tent on grass
was almost incomprehensible.
The rest of the signs were a blur as I could
only talk about the grass. We reached the turn
off to Lorella Springs when another caught my
eye: ‘natural hot springs’. After so many days in
the outback, I was beginning to think my mind
was playing tricks on me.
There were numerous gates to open and
close and it was like unwrapping a present,

Clockwise from top left:
The thermal springs at camp are superb and there are campsites available with
the water at your front door. Austin and Cooper try for a barramundi in the
billabong near camp. Bailey checks out my little queenfish as he is kept safely
out of the way of crocs while we enjoy a bit of fishing. Caranbirini Reserve is
spectacular and is just a short detour on the way to Lorella Springs.
Be prepared for plenty of bulldust.

wondering if it was going to be exactly what
I wished for. After unlatching the final gate, I
let out a very overexcited roar: ‘There’s grass!’
Tonight we were going to have grass under
our feet and a hot spring to wash away the
accumulated layers of dust.
The final sign said it all: ‘Welcome to
Paradise, green grass, hot springs, shady trees.
One million acres of untouched, remote coastal
outback wilderness.’
Rhett Walker, the owner of Lorella Springs,
came to greet us and offer a huge selection
of sites that made it even more difficult to
choose. We opted for a large, shaded, grassy
area a good distance from the hot spring as
Bailey, our one-year-old, just loves water. We
set about doing the ‘full set up’ and the kids
were delighted to see their bikes emerge from
beneath a sheet of dust on the roof.
With towels in hand, it was time to hit the hot
springs and, in keeping with the ruggedness of
the station, the springs are open 24/7. Nothing
had been overlooked; there was a reclining

beach chair, pool noodles and a few inflatable
toys for the kids.
The water was wonderfully warm and at
about 37°C: it really was paradise. However,
being a natural thermal hot spring, one has to
be prepared to share the springs with a native
fish or two.
I sat still for a minute too long, admiring the
palms, water lilies and stars above and was
jolted to attention after a friendly little nip from
one of the residents.
The next morning I looked lovingly on the little
patch of grass delighted with our last-minute
choice of Lorella Springs. However chores
called and before I could start exploring I had to
empty the washing bag into a machine and get
some of the red dust out of our clothes. Rhett’s
son kindly took the bag and put everything in
the machine and even hung it out for me! Now
I’m not sure if they always offer this service, but
my morning was shaping up pretty well.
With the jobs done it was time to start the
day’s activities in earnest and, with a bit of input

from the kids and a mud map from Rhett, we
were off to find a bat cave, Aboriginal rock art,
some rock formations and discover a natural
rock slide and swimming hole.
First stop: ghost bats. With torches in hand
we scrambled up the loose, rocky hill looking
for a small entrance between the rocks. At the
top we found a very small opening. Thankfully,
once inside, the cave was spacious and right
at the back were ghost bats. Soundly sleeping
upside-down they were unfazed until we arrived
making a racket that sent them into a flying
frenzy. After some mad ducking I was relieved
to see them exit the cave giving me a chance
to escape.
Following the map we worked our way
around the top of the hill to locate the
Aboriginal rock art. Checking under ledges
and small caves we soon came across
paintings depicting turtles, snakes, birds
and serpents.
The next destination was the natural rock
formations and water slides. The Arch and
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marshmallows came out and we watched the
billabong change colours under the setting sun.
That night we spent planning when we could
come back and how we would get a boat and
a camper there.
Sadly, we had already extended our stay
and it was time for the rough trip back to the
station in the morning, but we had one more
stop off on the way home – Nudie Springs.
It is Lorella’s designated nudist spring and
apparently a must-see.
Being a prude, I didn’t want to subject the
kids to their first nudist experience just yet.
Nudie Springs really is something else. The
kids and I got a shock at how hot the water was
and that we were bathing with a water monitor.
We followed the springs upstream to the
point where the water trickles out from beneath
the rocks and the water temperature is 50°C but
by the time it reaches the swimming area it has
cooled to about 40–42°C. After half an hour in
the water I felt like I was in a slow cooker and it
took me hours to cool down.
We grabbed a cold drink from the bar and
thanked Rhett for a memorable and unique
experience before hitting the Savannah Highway
en route to Darwin. Rhett does his best to look
after every traveller’s request and is passionate
about developing the station as an eco-safari
destination. Each year he opens up more tracks
and even offers a rescue service if you don’t
return back to the campsite when intended.
Lorella Springs is adventure tourism at its
best; boasting over one million acres to explore
with little restrictions. As long as you don’t mind
a bit of bulldust and can follow a mud-map, the
opportunities are endless and you could literally
spend weeks or months there.
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a comfortable, secure sleeping space at the end of the day and release valuable space inside your vehicle.
Completely waterproof, wind tested to 120km/hr, fully screened and ventilated, you’ll sleep away from insects,
spiders and snakes. Less than 10 secs to erect and 30 secs to stow
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resist good fishing, challenging four-wheeldriving, remote campsites, abundant wildlife
and the place all to ourselves?
It didn’t take much convincing for Ash to get
enthused and, despite our ‘full set up’ just two
days earlier, we packed that night for a morning
departure.
Armed with a good mud map, directions and
a few warnings about which way to enter water
crossings, we were ready to see how rough the
track really was.
After a few hours of manic driving through
thick bulldust, mud patches and creek
crossings, we made it to the end of the road
and arrived at the Gulf. The Rosie River is a
meandering pristine stretch of water and we
wished we had a boat to explore it.
There was an open stretch of shoreline below
the fishing camp with relatively shallow water so
I could keep a close eye for any nearby crocs.
I carried Bailey in a hiking pack safely so he
couldn’t venture into the water and the older
boys and I had our rods and couldn’t wait to see
if the Rosie River lived up to its expectations.
Ashley hooked a queenfish and after a
couple of lure changes I managed to land one
as well. Having such a remote wilderness all
to ourselves was something very special and
even though we didn’t land a big barra (or even
a little one) the trek out there was an experience
in itself.
We backtracked to a billabong we passed
a few kilometres earlier to camp and in no time
had the perfect campsite (minus the grass at
the homestead) with shady trees, overlooking
the bird-rich billabong.
The kids climbed trees as I prepared
dinner and Ashley got a campfire going. The
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Hot showers, flushing toilets, fresh water.

Further information:
Visit: www.lorellasprings.com.au
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Amenities:
Licensed bar, meals and basic supplies.

peepholes were interesting although on a much
smaller scale than Caranbirini Reserve, but the
kids now had one thing on their minds: the water
slides. We continued trekking over rocks and
following the dry riverbed upstream until we
found a beautiful pool encased by big boulders.
The slides were up another two rock pools
and the view was well worth the walk. You could
see for miles over the station and, since Lorella
is off the tourist highway, we had the place all
to ourselves.
The older boys lined up the top of the mini
waterfall and slid all the way down to the cool
water below. Not wanting to miss out, I took little
Bailey down for a slide. Being heavier than the
kids, we sailed down along the smooth rock
race and into cool water below. Sliding down
was the easy bit but getting out proved a lot
more challenging!
After seeing so many photos of proud
anglers holding big barramundi aloft, we took
directions from Rhett to a nearby billabong
where there is a rowboat to access the fishing
holes. The kids put lifejackets on and had a strict
briefing to stay still in the boat and definitely no
hands in the water because of crocs.
Casting their rods and soft plastic lures,
Austin and Cooper were doing surprisingly
well, but with the amount of noise we made in
the tinny, the fish weren’t interested. It was fun
exploring an outback billabong and observing
the wildlife even though we didn’t land a barra.
Back at camp I enjoyed listening to travellers
who had just been to Rosie Creek, Lorella’s
remote fishing camp, which is on the Gulf of
Carpentaria. The drive is about eighty kilometres
and we were warned it was very rough and
could take at least three hours. How could we
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When to go
Access is only during the dry season (April–October/November).
Call ahead for road conditions and to confirm availability.

Clockwise from left:
The rock pools and water slides are a
welcome relief from the heat and dust of
the Gulf and we had them all to ourselves.
At more than 40°C Nudie Springs is
total bliss, but be careful not to stay in too
long and be sure to look out for the local
wildlife. Rhett Walker, the owner of Lorella
Springs, provides a friendly and welcoming
environment and the communal campfire
and bar is a great place for travellers to
converse. The cave entrance was a
squeeze for us adults, but it was worth it to
see the ghost bats.
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Getting there
Four-wheel-drive vehicles and camper trailers
only. Follow signage off the Savannah Way, 166 km from
Borroloola. Be prepared for a rough, dusty trip.

